
 

 

 

CURRICULUM MODIFICATIONS + ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY  
 

Support Type  Strategies AT + Modification Examples 
 

Environmental Support 
 
 
 

Change physical environment. 
Change the social environment. 
Change the temporal environment  

 Blue tray in center area indicates highlights 
activity materials 

 Stop sign in an area indicates not open today 

 Carpet squares indicate individual seat area 

 Sign in system with photos + names 

 Labels with home language/English words 
 

Materials Modification 
 
 
 

Provide a variety of materials with a 
range of features and uses.  
Limit the number of items 
Stabilize, confine the materials. 
Make the materials larger or brighter. 

 Using short marker, finger crayons, or slant 
board/easel helps child with tripod grasp 

 Using a puzzle tray keeps pieces together/allows 
child to complete later 

 Non-slip materials keeps crayons from rolling/ 
triangle crayons  

 Loop scissors, cutter 
 

Simplify the Activity 
 
 
 

Break it down into steps. 
Change or reduce the number of steps. 

 Visual supports: photos of hand washing steps 

 Use a switch to turn music on/off for “Statues” 

 Large symbol board for ‘Show + Tell’ for all to use 
 

Special equipment  
 
 

Select equipment to increase access, 
independence and participation. 

 Rifton chairs 

 AAC device 

 Light box 

 Weighted lap pad 

 Switch interface 
 



 

 

Support strategies to use with AT supports 

Adult Support 
 
 

Join the child’s play. 
Ask open-ended questions. 
Support and extend play. 
 

 Review use of materials with a child 

 Model sharing skills in kitchen play area 

 Physical support for jumping off stair 

Child Preferences 
 
 

Hold a favorite toy. 
Use a favorite activity/movement 
Use a favorite person. 
 

 

Peer Support Show the child how to do it. 
Help as partner.  
Use encouragement. 
 

 Activity partners 

 Buddy Table 

Invisible Support Arrange activity events 
Plan sequence of actions 
Arrange materials 
Sequence turns 
 

 Hold hands to keep gets engaged and together 

 When finished with snack- get a book 

 Change activity from seats to floor 

Adapted from Sandall, S.R. (2012).  

 
When a child with a disability needs a support item in order to do something that he couldn't do before, it becomes his Assistive 
Technology. 


